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Preface

The Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction (HEDR) Project was prompted by mounting
concern about possible health effects to the public from more than 40 years of nuclear operations at
the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Hanford Site near Richland, Washington. The primary

. objective of the HEDR Project is to estimate the radiation dose (with descriptions of the uncertainties
inherent in such estimates) that individuals could have received as a result of radionuclide emissions
since 19._4from the Hanford Site. An independent Technical Steering Panel (TSP) directs the work

-- on the project which is conducted by Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories (BNW) under contract
with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

The HEDR Project work is conducted under several technical and administrative tasks, among
which are the Technical Integration and Statistics Tasks. The staff on these tasks provide the
technical guidance, coordination, and communication among other technical tasks, as well as ensuring
the appropriate use of statistics and statistical methods.

These efforts include the model reliability analysis, a shared activity between the two tasks.
Validation of the model outputs is part of the analysis of the various models. Results of the activities
outlined in this plan will be included in the HEDR Model Reliability Report, Milestone 0803B. This
report fulfills Milestone 0205E.
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Summary

The Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction (HEDR) Project has developed a set of com-
putational "tools" for estimating the possible radiation dose that individuals may have received from
past Hanford Site operations. This document describes the planned activities to "validate" these tools.

, In the sense of the HEDR Project, "validation" is a process carried out by comparing computational
model predictions with field observations and experimental measurements that are independent of
those used to develop the model.

Scope

A high level of coverage of the various space/time/pathwaycombinationsused in the primary
dose calculations would lead to the most rigorously defensible validation. Data are not available to
support such an ambitiousvalidation program. Contemporaneousdata do not addressali the neces-
sary pathways, over space or over time, needed to provide a complete validation. The data sets that
have been selected for validation were chosen to providethe best examples of coverage of the domain
in time, in space, and for as many pathways as possible.

Approach

The general philosophy of this plan is to comparethe calculated values of dose, or of the
surrogatemeasurementclosest to dose available(e.g., concentrationsof radioiodine in sagebrush),
with the measurements. The purpose is primarily to characterize the comparisonswith respect to the
spatial, temporal, or pathway elements of the availabledata. The approach is to provide descriptive
statistics, rather than formal "hypothesis testing" statistics.

Results

This report discusses the data sets available to address the general validation goals. Fourteen
specific procedures are provided to be used to prepare the existing data sets, estimate environmental
contamination levels or doses, and compare the observed and predicted data. Comparison of the
HEDR models is described through benchmarking with other international models in the International
Atomic Energy Agency's Coordinated Research Program on Validation of Radionuclide Transport
Models for Terrestrial, Urban, and Aquatic Environment. A generic description of deliverables ofb

each individual validation exercise is provided. Future uses of the validation results are addressed.
Projected schedule and costs of performing these analyses are provided.
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1.0 Introduction

The Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction(HEDR) Project has developed a set of com-
putational"tools"for estimating the possible radiationdose that individualsmay have received from
past Hanford Site operations. This document describes the planned activities to "validate" these tools.

. In the sense of the HEDR Project, "validation" is a process carried out by comparingcomputational
model predictions with field observationsand experimentalmeasurements that are independent of
those used to develop the model. A model cannot be considered validated until sufficient comparisons

. have been performedto ensure an acceptable level of predictive accuracy. These comparisonsmust
be performed over the range of conditions in which the model may be applied. The acceptable level
of accuracy is subject to judgment and will vary dependingon the specific problems or questions
being addressedby the model (IAEA 1989).

Thus, validation is one part of the overall model "reliability"analysis being performed for the
HEDR models. The full reliability analysis, includingthe code testing and verification, validation
process, and uncertaintyand sensitivity analyses, will be documented in the HEDR Model Reliability
Report.

1.1 The HEDR Dose Estimation Toolbox

An entire suite of computerized models has been preparedto supportthe HEDR dose analysis
capability. The validation exercise includes each of the following components, which perform the
indicated functions:

* Reactor Model (RM)
- Radioiodine contentin discharges from B, D, and F reactors, 1944-1949

* Atmospheric Source Term Release Model (STRM)
- Radioiodine release rates from B and T separations plants, 1944-1949

* Atmospheric transportmodel (RATCHET)
- Radionuclidetime integratedair concentrationsin the HEDR spatial domain, 1944-1972
- Radionuclide surface depositionrates in the HEDR spatial domain, 1944-1972

• Environmentalaccumulationmodel (DESCARTES or PILOT)
- Accumulationof radioiodine in differentplant productsat numerousspace/time

• combinations
- Accumulationof radioiodine in differentanimal products at numerousspace/time

combinations

• Individualdose model (CIDER or PILOT)
• - Radionuclidebody burdens in humansof variousages and sexes from ingestion and

inhalationpathways
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• River source term release model
- Emission rates of 6 radionuclides released to the Columbia River, 1944-1972

s River transportmodel (CHARIMA)
- Monthly concentrationsin Columbia River water of 6 radionuclidesat 12 locations

• River dose model (CRD)
- Monthly concentrationsin Columbia River fish for multiple radionuclides at 12 locations
- Annualconcentrationsin Willapa Bay oysters for 2 radionuclides
- Annual concentrationsin Columbia River salmon for 2 radionuclides.

• Air pathways scoping spreadsheets(2)
- Concentrationsin air for up to 12 radionuclides
- Concentrationsin plant and animal productsfor up to 12 radionuclides
- Body burdens in humansfor up to 12 radionuclides.

1.2 Model Validation Strategy

Complete validation can be said to consist of four steps: 1) peer review of the models as they
are being developed, 2) verificationof the computer implementationsas the codes are developed,
3) verification of the assumptions and parametersgoing into the codes, and4) comparisons of the
results to actual measurements. The HEDR models have been subjected to numerous reviews by the
TSP and others (e.g., the CDC/TSP review of the RATCHET code, extensive discussions with the
TSP during the developmentof the surface water modeling effort). Independenttesting of the various
codes has been underwayto assure correct implementationof the models. The assumptions and
parametershave been independentlypublished andcontinue to undergoscrutiny (e.g., the commercial
milk distributionmodel initially preparedby Beck et al. (1992) and the environmentalaccumulation
and dose model parameter report (Snyder et al. 1992)). This plan describes the comparisonof
calculated results to historical measurements. Each of these steps will be formally documented in the
HEDR Model Reliability Report scheduled for Fiscal Year 1994.

The HEDR models are used to describe the potentialfor radiationdose to individualsliving in a
large spatial area, over long periods of time, by a numberof potentially-importantexposure pathways.
lt would be highly desirableto validate the various models at points throughout the spatial domain, in
areas of high deposition, light deposition, and sporadicor minimal deposition, lt would be desirable
to observe the variationin time of radionuclideconcentrationsin each of the pathways at these
various locations. A high level of coverage of the various space/time/pathwaycombinationsused in
the primarydose calculations would lead to the most rigorously defensible validation. As described
in the following sections, dataare not available to support such an ambitious validationprogram.
Contemporaneousdatado not address ali the necessarypathways, over space or over time, needed to
provide a complete validation. The data sets that have been selected for validation were chosen to
provide the best examples of coverage of the domain in time, in space, and for as many pathways as
possible. We believe that the tests defined in this plan provide a reasonableset for the needs of the
project, and that sufficient coverage of the spatial, temporal, and pathway variables is achieved for the
demonstrationof the adequacy of the HEDR approachand implementation.
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Evaluation of the resultsof the validation tests is a necessary component of the validation. The
general philosophy of this plan is to compare the calculated values of dose, or of the surrogate meas-
urement closest to dose available (e.g., concentrations of radioiodine in sagebrush), with the meas-
urements. The purpose is to understand the differences between the calculated doses and the

' measurements. Thus, the statistical methods that will be used are aimed at describing these differ-
ences so that the causes can be understood and recommendations for improvements can be made.

1.3 Potential Areas For Model Validation

The models and tools described in Section 1.1 each provide intermediate information used in
calculating the radiation dose to particular individuals, lt is not possible to validate individual doses,
because these were not measured, and no database of individual dose exists. However, radionuclide
concentrations were measured at various times and in various media by environmental monitoring
programs operated at Hanford and elsewhere. Although insufficient for estimating doses directly,
these measurements do provide the possibility of validating portions of the HEDR toolbox for par-
titular times and/or occurrences, lt is expected that compilation of a sufficient number of these
component validations will demonstrate the general reliability of the HEDR dose estimation toolbox.

The progression of the calculations required to estimate dose Via the atmospheric pathway is
illustrated in Figure 1.1. The progression for estimation of doses via the Columbia River pathway is
shown in Figure 1.2. The individual computer models are represented as boxes; intermediate data
transfers are listed. Ideally, it would be desirable to validate the outputs of each model at each of the
intermediate points. However, historical information is not available for ali intermediate areas.
Because the intermediate information near the end of the computations is based on information calcu-
lated at points earlier, in several instances it is possible to provide an "inferred" validation, where, if
a later step can be validated, the validity of the earlier information is implied.

1.4 Data Quality Objectives

Data Quality Objectives (DQOs) for the overall validationeffort are not stated in the HEDR
workplan. However, the Task 02 DQOs for accuracy("...incorporate physical phenomenaas accu-
rately as any other nationally known code for similar use") and comparability("models developed by
the project should compare within factors of two to three of internationalmodels") can be construed
to apply (Shipler 1993, pp. 3.8-3.9). In addition, several of the individual models have DQOs
associated with their development. The air and water source term models require that "accuracywill
be verified by comparisonto historical measurements"andfor comparability that "cross-comparisons

• will be made with multiplehistorical reference sources where possible" (ibid., pp 4.6, 4.11-4.12).
For the atmospheric transportmodel RATCHET, the DQO for accuracy "...is that bias in monthly
average air concentrations be less than a factor of three. Statistical evaluation of the stochastic
realizations will be performed and compared to monitoring data for selected locations" (ibid., p. 5.3),
and that "model accuracywill be evaluated.... by direct comparisons of model output with available
monitoringdata" (ibid., p. 5.23). For the surface-watertransport model CHARIMA, the DQO for
comparability"...is for the results to be comparableto existing environmentalmonitoring reports,
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Figure 1.2. Computer Codes and IntermediateCalculated Data Used to Estimate
Individual Dose from the Columbia River Pathway

publicly availabledose estimates, and currentunderstandingby cognizant agencies of river
hydraulics" (ibid., p. 5.15). For the environmentalaccumulationmodels, the DQO for comparability
is "...that the model results are 'reasonable'when compared with available monitoring anddosimetry
data.... Other model output is generally expected to be within a factor of three of available validation
data. Model validation studies, includingdirect comparison of model results to historical monitored
data, will be used to measure this objective." (ibid., p. 8.7).

lt is apparent that implementationof this model validation plan will address the DQOs of most
of the technical tasks on the HEDR Project. The IAEA recommends (IAEA 1989, p.22) that per-
formance standardsbe established prior to validation testing. The collected DQOs described pre-
viously essentially set that standard, lt is apparentthat comparisons of predicted versus monitored

• historical data must be made, and that the generalobjective is that the overall bias of the results be
less than a factor of three. If this standardis not met, then additional investigations are needed to
determine whether to conduct an increasedvalidation effort, improve the model, and/or adjust the
desired performance standard.

A matrix will be prepared listing ali of the HEDR models, the DQOs applicableto each, and the
particularvalidation exercises that demonstrate the fulfillment of the DQOs.
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1.5 Document Overview

Section 2.0 of this reportdiscusses the data sets availableto addressthe general validation goals
described in Section 1.2. Section 3.0 provides 14 specific proceduresto be used to preparethe
existing data sets, estimate environmentalcontaminationlevels or doses, and comparethe observed
andpredicted data.

9

The comparisonof the HEDR models throughbenchmarkingwith other internationalmodels is
described in Section 4.0. The IAEA's Coordinated Research Programon Validation of Radionuclide
TransportModels for Terrestrial, Urban, and AquaticEnvironments (VAMP) is discussed in that
section.

The generic descriptionof deliverables of each individualvalidation exercise is provided in
Section 5.0. Futureuses of the validationresults are addressedin Section 6.0. Projected schedule
andcosts of performing these analyses are provided in Section 7.0.

.,
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2.0 General Validation Methods

The overall approach to v_Jidationis to comparecalculatedradionuclideconcentrationsin
environmentalmedia with historical monitoringdata. As discussed in Section 1.2, a high level of
coverage of the various space/time/pathwaycombinationsused in the primarydose calculations would

. lead to the most rigorously defensible validation. Data are not available to support such an ambitious
validationprogram. Contemporaneousdatado not address ali the necessary pathways, over space or
over time, needed to provide a complete validation. The data sets thathave been selected for
validation were chosen to provide the best examples of coverage of the domain in time, in space, and
for as many pathwaysas possible.

2.1 Available Data Sets

Several applicable sets of historical monitoringdata have been identified. Some of these are
Hanford Site monitoring data, as summarized and reported in HEDR Phase I (e.g., Denham et al.
1993) or preparedbut not published yet by the project (e.g., "Scenario H" for VAMP). Some consist
of continuingHanfordSite occupationalrecords, such as the Site whole-body counti_.grecords (e.g.,
Swanberg 1962). Others have been discussedpreviously on the project, such as the historical
"thyroid count data" (lkenberry 1991). A list of potential datasets was provided to the Technical
Steering Panel.(a) The subset of that list selected for detailed investigation is presented in Table 2.1.

As is indicated in Table 2.1, some of the data sets containinformationsufficient to contribute
directly to the validation of individualcomponents of the HEDR computationalsystem. An example
is the data collected during the 1963 accidentalrelease from the PUREX plant. This data set includes
direct measurementsof the releases from the PUREX stack, monitoredair concentrationsof iodine-
131, monitoredvegetation concentrations,monitored iodine concentrationsin milk from cows grazing
in the area, and actual thyroidcounts of childrendrinking the locally producedmilk (Soldat 1965).
Each componentof this data set can be used directly for comparisons. In contrast, the iodine-131
thyroid counts of workers taken in the late 1940s are only directlyuseful for comparison with the
CIDER output. However, if the CIDER calculationsare correct, they imply that the entire system
from radionucliderelease throughtransportand accumulationto exposure is reasonable. Validation
exercises are thus appropriateat several levels. The selected proceduresdescribed in the following
sections are designed to incorporatethese various levels.

2.2 Calculational Considerations

The historical monitoring informationmay be used in a numberof ways. In some cases,
individual monitoring values must be used to representcontaminationover a large area, or over a

(a) Letter, "HEDR Project Model Validation Strategy," from D. B. Shipler, BNW, to J. E. Till, TSP, and M. R.
Donnelly, CDC, March 5, 1993.
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Table 2.1. Data Sets Appropriatefor Validation, with Applicable Portionsof the HEDR Dose
Calculation Process

lodine-131 concentrations in air, vegetation, milk, and children, 1963
uncontrolledrelease

• RATCHET- dispersion, deposition
• DESCARTES-environmental media concentration . .
• CIDER- body burden

lodine-131 concentrations in air, vegetation, 1949 controlled release (Green Run)
• RM- content in reactor discharges
• STRM (air)- hourly releases
• RATCHET- dispersion, deposition
• DESCARTES-environmental media concentrations

Iodine-131 concentrations in vegetation, 1940s
• STRM (air)-RATCHET-DESCARTESintegrated vegetation concentrations

Iodine-131 worker thyroid counts, 1940s
• STRM (air)-RATCHET-DESCARTES-CIDER-Thyroid burdens

Krypton-85concentrations in air, 1984-1988
• RATCHET monthly average air concentrations

Zinc-65, Sodium-24 (river nuclides) worker whole body counts, 1959-1972
• STRM (river)-CHARIMA-CRD-bodyburdens

Nuclides in River, 1960s
• CHARIMA- concentrations in water
• CRD- concentrationsin fish and shellfish

VAMP datasets and scenarios

• DESCARTES-CIDER- environmentalmedia concentrations, body burdens

long period. In other cases, several data points collected over a small area may be combined to pro-
vide a measured distribution of iodine deposition for a certain time, or several data points collected at
several places over a brief time period may be combined to provide a distributionof a deposition
pattern in space. Some of the HEDR computational models provide output distributionsof estimated
values to account for uncertainty. Others (such as the river dose model) provide only single values.
Therefore, the possible comparisons of monitoredand calculated values include distributionsagainst
point values, point values against point values, and distributions against distributions. The individual
validation exercises must account for these permutationsand provide appropriatestatistical
interpretations.
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3.0 Specific Procedures

This section describes the specific validation exercises tO be undertaken by the HEDR Project.
Each proceduredescribes the assessment question being addressed, that is, the intermediate databeing
calculated and their ultimate relationshipto the individualdose. lt describes the available data set

. being used, and its limitations, lt describes the models to be evaluated and the development of the
input data requiredto runthem. The type of data (i.e., single point, distribution) availablefrom the
historical data and calculated by the pertinent model(s) is indicated. A description of the statistical

- evaluationtechniques is provided.

For the atmospheric pathway, Section 3.1 addresses limited validation of the Reactor Model
(RM). Sections 3.2 through 3.4 address the validation of the atmosphericsource term-transport-
environmentalaccumulationmodel in time sequence at selected locations. Sections 3.5 and 3.6
address the validation of the source-through-accumulationmodels across space at selected times.
Sections 3.7 and 3.8 address the validation of the system from source through individualuptake.
Section 3.9 addresses the use of currentdata to validate the atmosphericdispersion model.

The validation of ColumbiaRiver pathway environmental media is addressed in Sections 3.10
through3.13. Human exposures via river pathways are addressedin Section 3.14.

3.1 RM Burnup Calculations

The main design outputfrom the reactor model is the contentof iodine in the fuel at discharge.
The Hanford reactors were built for the productionof plutoniumusing neutrons from the fission of
uranium;the iodine is a productof the uraniumfission. The content of iodine in the fuel was never
measureddirectly, therefore, direct validation is not possible. However, other informationwas
recorded so that calculations based on known reactorphysics can provide highly reliable estimates of
the iodine content of the discharged fuel. The primaryrecorded datawere the average reactorpower
levels and the burnupof the fuel at discharge. If the reactormodel can accuratelypredict the burnup
of discharged fuel, then the iodinecontent of the fuel can be known with little uncertaintyand the
model is valid for use.

The reactor model is described by Heeb (1993, AppendixA). This reference also provides a
summary of comparisons of the calculated discharge burnupwith recorded burnupsfrom Hanford P-
DepartmentReports (General ElectricCompany 1947). The comparisons are depicted in Heeb's
Figures A.2, A.3, andA.4 (1993). As stated by Heeb (1993, p. A.I):

"In general, the computed and measured exposure matches fairly weil. Of the 226 discharges,
92.5% have estimated exposures within 10% of the reportedexposures and 99.9% have esti-
mated exposures within 15% of the reported exposures. Maximumdiscrepanciesare within the
+ 15% range."

For the purposes of validating the reactormodel, this information is consideredto be sufficient, and
no additional work is proposed.
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3.2 Time-Sequence Data For Richland, 1946

A substantialnumberof vegetation samples was collected regularly at standardizedlocations in
the City of Richland, Washington, beginning in late 1945. These provide the possibility of validating
a series of calculationsover time for this location.

3.2.1 Assessment Question

The assessment question addressedis, "What is the time historyof daily concentration of iodine-
131 on vegetation (sagebrush) in Richland(HEDR atmosphericdispersion grid node number878)
during 19467"

3.2.2 Available Richland Data

Hanford historical monitoringdataare availableto the HEDR Project for the period beginning in
mid-1945 through the present. These data are being made available to the public in Denham, et al.
(1993) and another forthcomingreport. The developing Hanfordmonitoringof that period focussed
on vegetation (usually sagebrush). The publicationsprovide the original dataand recently developed
modificationsto account for biases in the measurementsthat were contemporaneouslyunknown.
These data are essentially ali that are available for these time periods that are of high interest to the
HEDR Project. The data are uneven in coverage of space (most monitored locations are either on or
close to the Hanford Site) and in coverage of time (the monitoring, with a few notable exceptions,
was not routinely performed at repeatedlocations). Thus, while there ere over 3500 samples reported
for the year 1946, Richland has a complete history for each month of 1946 consisting of a total of
about550 values.

To illustratethe relative richnessof this datasource, consider that in 1946, around 3500 samples
were taken. Of these, about 1450 were taken on the HanfordSite, and about 1400 were taken in the
Tri-Cities/Benton City area (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4). Another 175 or so were taken at various
points along Van Giesen Road, west from Richland. This leaves fewer than 500 samples taken
throughout the remainderof the Pacific Northwestover the course of the year. Ten were taken in
The Dalles, Oregon at varioustimes. A total of 7 were taken in Walla Walla, 13 in Spokane over a
2-day period, 3 in Pendleton, Oregon, 6 in Weston, Oregon, 5 in Toppenish, etc. No location had
more than 15 samples taken, usually in only one to two sampling expeditions. The remainderof the
data, outside the immediatevicinity of Hanford, are essentially worthless for long-term trend analysis.

3.2.3 Models to be Evaluated

Vegetation-monitoringdata for Richland in 1946 may be compared directly with output of the
DESCARTES accumulation model. This will provide indirect validation of the RM and STRM
source terms, and the RATCHET dispersion model, as weil.

.w

3.2.4 Evaluation to be Performed

Input will be provided to the DESCARTES code from the STRM/RATCHET output database.
Output from DESCARTES will be the 100 _ and monthlyrealization values for sagebrush
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concentration in Richland, node 878. The resultant daily distributions will be compared with the
available daily point values (in some instances, there may be multiple values for each day-these will
be treated as points, not as distributions); this will be a distribution-to-pointcomparison. The
resultant monthly distributions will be compared with composited monthly monitoring values. This
will be a distribution-to-distributioncomparison.

. The comparisonof measuredand modeled values will be conductedusing graphical descriptive
methods. The daily Richland measurementswill be plotted for each day of 1946 on a time-series
plot. The plot will also display the box plot of each day's 100 realizations of daily concentrations to

. permit visual comparisottsof the measured and predictedvalues. This time-series plot will be used to
look for patterns of model-predictionbias over time• For example, the plot will help determine if key
deposition events, as indicated by the measured values, are in agreement with the predicted values.
An example of the type of plot to be generated is shown as Figure 3.1.

In additionto the time-series plot, the ratio of the median predicted value to themedian
measured value will be computed for each day. These daily ratios will be plotted on a second time-
series plot to examine visually whether the daily ratio remains within acceptable bounds, for example,
a factor of three. An example plot of this nature is shown as Figure 3.2. A box plot that describes
the distribution of the daily ratios will provide a summary of the results. The proportion of ratios
that exceeds various values will also be reported to aid in summarizing the performance of the model
at the Richland node.

In productionmode, DESCARTES will output only the average daily value for each month.
Hence, there is interest in comparingthese averagevalues with the average of the measured daily
values over the month. However, for some days, no measurements were made. So, the average
daily computedvalue for the month will be adjustedto take into account the missing days. This
adjustmentwill consist of computingthe average daily values only for days for which measured data
exist.

We note that temporal correlation among the measuredvalues creates problems in the interpreta-
tion of statistical tests. Hence, we will rely primarilyon descriptive andgraphical methods to
evaluate the model's performance.

3.3 Time Sequence Data for Kennewick/Pasco, 1946

A substantial numberof vegetation samples was collected regularly at standardizedlocations in
the Cities of Kennewick and Pasco, Washington, beginning in late 1945. Several locations within

• each city were routinely monitored. The most extensive data set for these locations was collected in
the year 1946, the year of second-highest radioiodine emissions. Both cities, separated only by the
Columbia River, fall within a single HEDR atmospheric dispersion grid node (number 838). The

, numerousdata from the two towns combinedprovide the possibility of validating a time series of
calculations for this location.
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3.3.1 Assessment Question

The assessment questionaddressedis, "Whatis the time historyof daily concentrationof iodine-
131 on vegetation (sagebrush)in Kennewick/Pasco 0tEDR atmosphericdispersion grid node number

" 838) during 19467"

3.3.2 Available Kennewick/Pasco Data
Is

Hanford historical monitoringdata are available to the HEDR Project for the period beginning in
• mid-1945 through the present. These dataare being madeavailable to the public in Denham, et al.

(1993) and another forthcomingreport. The developing Hanfordmonitoring of thatperiod focussed
on vegetation (usually sagebrush). The publicationsprovide the original dataand recently developed
modifications to account for biases in the measurementsthat were contemporaneouslyunknown.
These data are essentially ali thatare availablefor these time periods that are of high interest to the
HEDR Project. The data are uneven in coverage of space (most monitored locations are either on or
close to the Hanford Site) andin coverage of time (the monitoring, with a few notableexceptions,
was not routinelyperformed at repeated locations). Thus, while there are over 3500 samples reported
for the year 1946, for off-Site locations, Pasco and Kennewick combined have a complete history for
each month of 1946 consisting of a total of about645 values.

3.3.3 Models to be Evaluated

Vegetation monitoringdata for Kennewick/Pasco, 1946, may be compared directly with output
of the DESCARTES accumulationmodel. This will provide indirectvalidation of the RM and STRM
source terms, and the RATCHET dispersionmodel, as weil.

3.3.4 Evaluation to be Performed

Input will be providedto the DESCARTES code from the STRM/RATCHET output database.
Output from DESCARTES will be the 100 _ and monthlyrealization values for sagebrush concen-
tration in Kennewick/Pasco, node 838. The resultant daily ¢iistributionswill be compared with the
available daily point values (in some instances, there may be multiple values for each day - these will
be treated as points, not as distributions);this will be a distribution-to-pointcomparison. The
resultant monthly distributionswill be compared with composited monthly monitoringvalues. This
will be a distribution-to-distributioncomparison.

The comparisonof measured and modeled values will be conducted using graphical descriptive
methods as well as more formal statistical tests. The daily Kennewick/Pasco measurements will be

. plotted for each day of 1946 on a time-seriesplot. The plot will also display the box plot of each
day's 100 realizations of daily concentrationsto permitvisual comparisons of the measuredand pre-
dictedvalues. This time-series plot will be used to look for patterns of model-predictionbias over

• time. For example, the plot will help determine if key deposition events, as indicatedby the meas-
ured values, are in agreementwith the predicted values.

In additionto the time-series plot, the ratio of the median predictedvalue to the median
measuredvalue will be computed for each day. These daily ratioswill be plotted on a second

-
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time-series plot to examine visually whetherthe daily ratio remainswithin acceptable bounds, for
example, a factorof three. A box plot that describes the distributionof the daily ratios will provide a
summaryof the results. The proportionof ratios that exceeds variousvalues will also be reportedto
aid in summarizing the performanceof the model at the Kennewick/Pasco node.

In production mode, DESCARTESwill outputonly the averagedaily value for each month.
Hence, there is interest in comparing these average values with the averageof the measured daily
values over the month. However, for some days, no measurementswere made. So, the average
daily computedvalue for the month will be adjusted to take into account the missing days. This
adjustmentwill consist of computingthe averagedaily values only for days for which measured data ,s

exist. We note that spatial correlationamong the measured values createsproblems in the inter-
pretationof statistical tests. Hence, we will rely primarily on descriptive andgraphical methods to
evaluate the model's performance.

3.4 Time Sequence Data For Benton City, 1946

A substantialnumberof vegetationsamples was collected regularlyat standardizedlocations in
the City of Benton City, Washington, beginning in late 1945. These provide the possibility of vali-
datinga time series of calculationsfor this location.

3.4.1 Assessment Question

The assessment question addressed is, "Whatis the time historyof daily concentrationof iodine-
131 on vegetation (sagebrush)in Benton City (HEDR dispersion grid node number 835) during
19467"

3.4.2 Available Benton City Data

Hanford historical monitoringdataare availableto the HEDR Project for the period beginning in
mid-1945 through the present. These data are being made availableto the public in Denham, et al.
(1993) and another forthcomingreport. The developing Hanford monitoringof that period focussed
on vegetation (usually sagebrush). The publicationsprovide the original data andrecently developed
modificationsto account for biases in the measurements that were contemporaneouslyunknown.
These data are essentially ali that are availablefor these time periods that are of high interestto the
HEDR Project. The data are uneven in coverage of space (most monitoredlocations are either on or
close to the Hanford Site) and in coverage of time (the monitoring, with a few notableexceptions,
was not routinelyperformed at repeated locations). Thus, while there are over 3500 samples reported
for the year 1946, Benton City, Washington,has a complete historyfor each month of 1946
consisting of a total of about200 values.

3.4.3 Models to be Evaluated

Vegetation monitoring data for Benton City, 1946, may be compareddirectly with output of the
DESCARTES accumulation model. This will provide indirect validation of the RM and STRM
source terms, and the RATCHET dispersion model, as weil.
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3.4.4 Evaluation to be Performed

Inputwill be providedto the DESCARTES code from the STRMfRATCHET output database.
Outputfrom DESCARTES will be the 100 _ and_ realizationvalues for sagebrush concen-
trationin Benton City, node 835. The resultantdaily distributionswill be compared against the
availabledaily point values (in some instances, there may be multiplevalues for each day - these will
be treated as points, not as distributions);this will be a distribution-to-pointcomparison. The

• resultantmonthly distributionswill be compared against composited monthlymonitoring values. This
will be a distribution-to-distributioncomparison.

e

The daily Benton City m-asurements will be plotted for each day of 1946 on a time-series plot.
That plot will also display the box plot of each day's 100 realizationsof daily concentrationsto permit
visual comparisons of the measured andpredicted values. This time-series plot will be used to ioc_
for patternsof model-prediction bias over time. For example, the plot will help determine if key
deposition events, as indicatedby the measured values, are in agreement with the predicted values.

In additionto the time-series plot, the ratio of the median predicted value to the median
measured value will be computedfor each day. These daily ratios will be plotted on a second time-
series plot to examine visually whether the daily ratio remains within acceptable bounds, for example,
a factor of throe. A box plot that describes the distributionof the daily ratios will provide a summary
of the results. The proportionof ratios that exceed various values will also be reported to aid in
summarizing the performance of the model at the Benton City i_ode.

In productionmode, DESCARTESwill output only the averagedaily value for each month.
Hence, there is interestin comparing these averagevalues with the averageof the measured daily
values over the month. However, for some days, no measurementswere made. Thus, the average
daily computed value for the month will be adjustedto take into account the missing days. This
adjustmentwill consist of computing the averagedaily values only for days for which measured data
exist.

3.5 Dispersion/Deposition Footprint, April 1946

Data collected by the Hanford monitoringgroups in the late 1940s andearly 1950s tended to
focus on the Hanford Site or adjacentareas. Most detailed monitoringoccurred in a few preferred
down-wind locations. Sweeps of outlying areas were performed at erratic intervals, the first in early
1946. About 82 samples in the directionsof Walla Walla, Ellensburg-Ritzville,and Toppenish-The
Dalles were taken on January 12, 1946. About ] 10 samples extendingfrom Lewiston, Idaho, to

. Portland, Oregon, and from Moses Lake, Washington, to Pendleton, Oregon, were taken on February
9, 1946. About 83 samples from Ellensburg-Ritzville, Umatilla-TheDalles, and Sprague-Spokane
were taken on April 13, 1946. About 114 samples were taken in the southeast-to-northeastquadrant

. on November 11, 1948. These were the majoroff-site investigations recorded in the Hanford records
prior to the multitudeof samples before and after the 1949 "Green Run" (Section 3.6). Only the
April set was taken during "growing season" conditions.
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3.5.1 Assessment Question

The question to be addressed is, "Whatwas the spatialfootprint of radioiodinedeposition on
April 13, 19467" This assessment questionwill address the deposition over ali measurednodes
within the HEDR atmosphericdomain. The April 1946 date is selected to be one within the growing
season of thatyear.

3.5.2 Available Data

lt appearsfrom the spatialdistributionof the samples taken on April 13, 1946, that three
vehicles were sent out with instructionsto sample vegetationat intervalson preselected routes. One
vehicle made a loop up the Yakima Valley to Ellensburg, then east to Ritzviile. Another went north
to Ritzville andthen east to Spokane. The thirdwent south along the Oregon side of the Columbia
River Gorge toward The Dalles. Concentrationmeasurementsfrom approximately83 vegetation
samples from throughoutthe region are available.

3.5.3 Models to be Evaluated

Vegetationmonitoring data for the monitoredareas on April 13, 1946, may be compared
directly with outputof the DESCARTES accumulationmodel. This will provide indirectvalidationof
the RM and STRM source terms, andthe RATCHETdispersion model, as weil.

3.5.4 Evaluation to be Performed

Inputwill be provided to the DESCARTES code from the STRM/RATCHEToutput database.
Outputfrom DESCARTES will be the 100 ga_ realizationvalues for sagebrushconcentrationat ali
nodes for which monitoringdataare available. The resultantdaily distributionswill be compared
with the availabledaily point values; this will be a distribution-to-pointcomparison. The comparison
of measured and modeled values will be conductedusing graphical anddescriptive methods. The
measured values will be displayed on a map of the area. The median predictedconcentrationfor each
node in the area will also be displayedon this map. Box plots thatshow the distributionof the 100
predictedvalues for each node will be prepared anda metric developed that indicates where in the
box plot the measured values fall. This metric, e.g., a value from 1 to 6 (1 indicatingbelow the 5th
percentile, 2 indicatingbetween the Sth and2Sth percentiles, etc.), will then be plotted on the map at
the location of each measurement. The resulting mapof indices will be used to look for patternsof
poor predictionover the area.

In additionto the spatial metric plot, the ratio of the median predicted value to the median
measured value will be computed for each node where measured values exist. A box plot that shows
the distributionof these ratioswill provide a summaryof the results. The proportionof the ratios
that fall above 3 or below 1/3 will be determined to help evaluateattainmentof DQOs. We note that
spatialcorrelationamong the measured values creates problems in the interpretationof statisticaltests.
Hence, we will rely primarily on descriptiveand graphicalmethods to evaluatethe model's
performance.
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3.6 1949 Green Run

As described by Robkin (1992), one of the singular events in the history of Hanford Site
operationswas the Green Run experimentthat began on December2, 1949. The experimentwas part
of the developmentof monitoringmethods for intelligence efforts regarding the emerging Soviet
nuclearprogram. A descriptionof the experimenthas been released (Jenneand Healy 1950).

i

3.6.1 Assessment Question

• The assessment questionto be addressedis, "Whatwas the spatial distributionof radioiodine
deposition following the Green Run release of December 19497" This assessment questionwill
address the deposition at each of the HEDR nodes for which data are available, based on the before-
and-aftermeasurementstaken. Therefore, deposition prior to the beginning of the Green Run release
must be accounted for.

3.6.2 Available Green Run Vegetation Data

lt appearsfrom the availablemonitoringdata that preparationsfor the Green Kunbegan about
two weeks prior to the actual release. Between November 17, 1949, and the startof the experiment
in December, about234 off-site monitoringsamples were taken--the most in a coordinated fashion
since the startof the program in 1945. These samples were taken in loops up the Yakima Valley to
Ellensburg, from Ritzville to Spokane, and down the ColumbiaRiver from UmatiUathrough the
Gorge.

Samplingefforts intensified during andafter the Green Run release. About 618 samples taken
duringthe month of December 1949 are available from throughout the HEDR atmosphericdispersion
domain. Singlevich (1950) and Parker (1950) both report that 1365 vegetation samples were taken-
however, many of these were on-site. An additional 100 samples taken in January 1950 are available,
but at a more restricted set of off-site locations; less apparenteffort went into collecting these.

3.6,3 Models to be Evaluated

The source term will be prepared using the hourly data of the STRM model. Dispersion will be
done with hourly inputs to RATCHET. The DESCARTES code will be used to obtain the _[aJ_
depositionvalues.

3.6.4 Evaluation to be Performed

- Inputwill be provided to the DESCARTES code from the STRM/RATCHET outputdatabase.
Outputfrom DESCARTES will be the 100 _ realization values for sagebrushconcentrationin the
HEDR domain for the months of November andDecember 1949. For each node, the resultantdaily

• distributionswill be compared with the availabledaily point values (in some instances, there may be
multiplevalues for each day-these will be treated as points, not as distributions);this will be a
distribution-to-pointcomparison.
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The comparisonof measuredandmodeled values will be conductedusing graphical and descrip-
tive methods. For each day the measured values will be displayedon a map of the area. The median
predicted concentrationfor each node in the area for that day will also be displayed on the map. Box
plots that show the distributionof the 100 predicted values for each node will be prepared and a
metric developed that indicateswhere in the box plot the measuredvalues fall. This metric, e.g., a
value from 1 to 6 (1 indicating below the 5th percentile, 2 indicatingbetween the 5th and 25th per-
centiles, etc.), will then be plotted on the map at the location of each measurement. The resulting
map of indices for each day will be used to look for patternsof poor prediction over the area for that
day. In -addition,the sequence of daily maps will be compared to detect patternsof poor spatial
predictionover time. Q

In addition to the daily spatial metric plots, the ratio of the median predicted value to the median
nseasured value will be computed for each node where measured values exist. A box plot that
des_ib_ the distribution of these ratios will provide a summary of the results. The proportion of the
ratios Hat fall above 3 or below 1/3 will be determined to help evaluate attainment of DQOs. This
process will be conducted for each daily plot. We note that spatial correlation among the measured
values creates problems in the interpretation of statistical tests. Hence, we may rely primarily on
descriptive and graphical methods to evalual,e the model's performance.

3.7 PUREX Release, September 1963

An event similar to the 1949 Green Runoccurred at the PUREX facility in 1963, although by
accident and with a much smaller concurrentrelease. An acute, inadvertentrelease of iodine from
the 60-meter sack at PUREX occurred from September2 to 5, 1963, as a result of inadvertently
charging short-cooled fuel elements into the dissolver. Plantoperations were shut down as soon as
the abnormal release was aetected. Steps were taken immediatelyto retainas much of the iodine as
possible within the plant. Laboratoryanalyses of stack effluent samples were made. The routine
program of environmental monitoringwas augmentedwith additionalsampling. Measurementsof
wind velocity and temperature were made routinelyat the site meteorologytower. No significant
rain_l occurred in the HEDR domainduring the period. No protectivemeasures were taken follow-
ing the release. There were no significantatmosphericnucleartests in the several months priorto the
accident.

3.7.1 Assessment Questions

There are several questions thatmay be addressed for this case. The first is, "What was the
spatial distributionof radioiodinedeposition following the release?" The second is, "Whatwas the
concentration of radioiodine in pasturegrass andalfalfa at Born Rapids (node 878)." The third is
"What was the integral concentrationof radioiodine in milk in the vicinity of _'-lornRapids (node 878)
following the depositioa?" Finally, "Whatwere the thyroid burdens in a 4-year-old and an 8-year-old
child drinking 1 gallon/day and I quart/day, respectively, from a single backyardcow at this
location?"
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3.7.2 Available Data

This particularincident was extensively studied. A public reportof the results is available
(Soldat 1965). Air measurementswere taken at daily intervals (24-hour samples) at Benton City,
Richland, and Kennewick, as well as at 18 on-site locations. Measurementsof pasture grass were
taken daily at two farms in node 878, and sporadicallyat numerousother locations. Milk was

. monitoredat two farms in the Benton City area and at the local creameries. Thyroid counts were
taken on two children who were consuming milk from a backyard cow at one of the farms.

. 3.7.3 Models to be Evaluated

The source term for this particularaccident is known. Meteorological data are available. A
special run of RATCHETfor the local area will be requiredwith daily inputs for the month of
September 1963. This will be coupled with a special run of the PILOT code (equivalent to the
DESCARTES code) for the node 878. (Using PILOT is equivalent to using DESCARTES, but with-
out the multiple node dependencies.) PILOTwill also be used to estimatethe uptakeby the two
subject children.

3.7.4 Evaluations to be Performed

The RATCHET code will provide I00 realization values of the air concentration at node 878, to
be compared with the monitoringdata. The PILOT code will provide 100 realizationsof the daily
concentrationsof iodine in pasture grass and individual-cowmilk. These values will be compared
with the daily monitoring values as distribution-to-pointcomparisons. PILOT will also provide
estimated distributionsof intakeby the subject children. These will be post-processed with selected
assumptionspertainingto the dose factor to arrive at body burdens, which will be compared with the
actual measured body burdens of the subjects.

3.7.4.1 Assessment Question on Spatial Distribution Following the Release

The comparison of measured and modeled air values will be conductedusing graphical and
descriptive methods. For each day the measured values will be displayed on a map of the area. The
median predicted concentrationfor each node in the area for that day will also be displayed on the
map. Box plots that show the distributionof the 100 predicted values for each node will be prepared
and a metric developed that indicates where in the box plot the measured values fall. This metric,
e.g., a value from 1 to 6 (I indicating below the Sth percentile, 2 indicating between the Sth and 2Sth
percentiles, etc.), will then be plotted on the map at the location of each measurement. The resulting
map of indices for each day will be used to look for patternsof poor predictionover the area for that

• day. The sequence of daily maps will also be compared to detect patternsof poor spatial prediction
over time.

• In addition to the daily spatial metric plots, the ratio of the median predicted value to the m_dian
measured value will be computed for each node where measured values exist. A box plot that shows
the distribution of these ratios will provide a summary of the results. The proportionof the ratios
that fall above 3 or below 1/3 will be determined to help evaluate attainmentof DQOs. This process
will be conducted for each daily plot. We note that spatial correlationamong the measured values

i
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createsproblems in the interpretationof statistical tests. Hence, we will rely primarily on descriptive
and graphical methods to evaluatethe model's performance.

3.7.4.2 Assessment Question on Pasture Grass and Alfalfa at Horn Rapids

The following descriptionapplies to both pasturegrass and alfalfa. The comparison of measured
and modeled values will be conducted using graphicaland descriptive methodsas well as more formal
statisticaltests. The daily Horn Rapids measurementswill be plotted on a time-series plot. The plot
will also display the box plot of each day's 100 realization values of daily concentrations to permit
visual comparison of the measuredand predicted values. This time-series plot will be used to look
for patternsof model-predictionbias over time. For example, the plot will help determine if key
deposition events, as indicatedby the measuredvalues, are in agreement with the predicted values.

In additionto the time-series plot, the ratio of the median predicted value to the median
measuredvalue will be computedfor each day. These daily ratioswill be plotted on a second time-
series plot to examine visually whether the daily ratio remainswithin acceptable bounds, for example,
a factor of three. A box plot that shows the distributionof the daily ratios will provide a summary of
the results. The proportionof ratios that exceed various values will also be reported to aid in
summarizingthe performance of the model at the Horn Rapidsnode.

3.7.4.3 Assessment Question on Integral Concentration on Milk

The comparison of measuredand modeled values will be conductedusing graphicaland descrip-
tive methods. The 100 realizationvalues of the integratedmilk concentrationover time at Horn
Rapidswill be compared with the integral of the measuredvalues. This will be a comparison of a
single measured point value to a box plot. Detailed statisticalmethods of performingthe comparisons
are not required--onlyone pair of points is to be compared. Acceptableresults are representedby the
predicted values matching the observed values to within a factorof three.

3.7.4.4 Assessment Question on Thyroid Burden

The comparison of measuredand modeled values will be conductedusing graphical a_d descrip-
tive methoc". The 100 realization;,_e_ _f the thyroid burdensfor each individualwill be compared
with that individual's measured burden. This will comparethe two measured points to their two
corresponding box plots. Detailed statistical methods of performing the comparisons are not
required-only two pairs of points are to be compared. Acceptable results are then representedby
predicted values matchingthe observed values to within a factor of three.

3.8 Richland Work,_ _Thyroid Counts, 1946-1947

Thousands of thyroid radioactivitymeasurementswere madeon Hanfordworkers employed in
the nuclear fuel reprocessingfacilities duringthe years 1944 through 1946. At that time, these
measurementswere used as a qualitative measurementof radioactiveiodine in worker thyroid glands.
Called "thyroidchecks," the measurements were performed in the general plant environmentusing
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portableradiationdetection instruments. The results of the thyroid checks were comparedwith a
screening level for tolerable thyroid exposure to ensure that workers did not receive excessive iodine=
131 exposures.

• 3.8.1 Assessment Question

. The assessment questionbeing addressed is "what was the average thyroid burden of iodine for
adultmale residents of Richland, Washington, for each month between June 1945 through August
1946?"

3.8.2 Available Thyroid Check Data

The total databaseof thyroidcounts was prepared and reportedby Ikenberry(1991). Nearly
7900 measurementsbetween June 1945 and August 1946 are available anddocumented.

3.8.3 Models to be Evaluated

The source term will be prepared using the hourly dataof the STRM model. Dispersion will be
done with hourly inputs to RATCHET. The PILOT or DESCARTES code will be used to obtain the
monthly deposition values for the Richlandnode (node 878). CIDER or PILOT will be used to
generate distributionsof intake for a referenceadult male individual living in Richland. (Use of
CIDER/DESCARTESor PILOT will lead to equivalent information.) This will provide indirect
validation of the RM and STRM source terms, and the RATCHET dispersion model, as weil.

3.8.4 Evaluations to be Performed

Inputwill be provided to the DESCARTESor PILOT code from the STP,M/RATCHET output
database. Output from DESCARTES or PILOT will be the 100 monthly realization values for food
concentrationin the Richland node. We will predict the thyroid burdenfor the average reference
adult male living in Richland, working at Hanford,and eating in Hanford cafeterias. For each
month, the resultantdistributions of predictedaverage thyroid burdenswill be compared with the
averageof measuredthyroid check values for that month. This will be a distribution-to-point
comparison.

The comparison of measuredand modeled values will be conductedusing graphical and descrip-
tive methods as well as more formal statistical tests. Box plots will be prepared that show the
distributionof the 100 predicted values for each month. The ratio of the median meanpredicted
value to the meanmonthly measuredvalue will be computed for each month. These monthly ratios

• will be plotted on a time-series plot to examinevisually whether the monthly ratio remains within
acceptable bounds, for example, a factor of three. A box plot that shows the distributionof the
monthly ratios will provide a summary of the results. The proportion of ratios that exceeds various

. values will also be reported to aid in summarizingthe performance of the model.
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3.9 Krypton-85 Atmospheric Dispersion

Relatively recent HanfordSite dataon atmosphericdispersion include a dataset of coupled
monthly source terms and environmentalmeasurementsof atmospherickrypton-85. These data were
collected on a networkestablished with the restartof the PUREX facility in late 1983 and through its
campaignuntil 1988.

3.9.1 Assessment Question

The assessment question to be addressedis "what is the monthly average concentrationof
krypton-85 ,t the selected monitoring stations from 1983 through 19887"

3.9.2 Available Krypton-85 Monitoring Data

The Hanford monitoringdata consist of individualsamples for 14 to 38 days duration collected
at several locations within the ColumbiaBasin. The cryogenic monitorinq networkexpanded over the
period, so the numberof locations sampled per year increases from 4 in 1984 to 14 in 1988, with up
to 12 samples per year at each location (not ali stations were available 12 months/year for various
reasons andnot ali samplers were left at the same location throughout the period). A summary of the
available data is presented in Table 3.1. Each point representsa "monthly"composite sample from a
distinct location. The "On-Site"data will not be used.

3.9.3 Models to be Evaluated

Using the available monthly source terms for krypton-85, the RATCHET code will be used to
estimatethe distributionof krypton-85concentrationsin air for the relevant months between 1984 and
1988. This will be a direct validation of the transportportions of the RATCHET model; the deposi-
tion algorithms are not used for noble gases such as krypton.

Table 3.1. Summaryof Krypton-85Data Availability (Numberof Samples)

Year _ p_rime|_r Nearby Distan_

1983 0 6 0 5

1984 44 22 0 9

I985 39 41 0 12

1986 28 38 29 20

1987 20 36 33 23

1988 46 45 29 25
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3.9.4 Evaluations to be Performed

The outputrealizationvalues for each month for each location from RATCHET will be com-
pared with the individualsamplingpoint data. This will be a distribution-to-pointcomparison.

The code will be runto predict the spatialpatternof air concentrationsfor the specified period
of time. Then values will be post-processedto provide monthly integratedvalues at the sampler

• locations for periods of sampler operations(the samples do not necessarily coincide with calendar
months). These results will be compared with the measuredconcentrations•

The comparison of measured and modeled values will be conductedusing graphical anddescrip-
tive methods. Box plots that show the distributionof the predicted values for each sampling station
will be prepared and a metricdeveloped that indicateswhere in the box plot the measured values fall.
This metric, e.g., a value from 1 to 6 (1 indicating below the Sth percentile, 2 indicating between the
Sth and 2Sth percentiles, etc.), will then be assigned to each sample. Then the spatial distribution of
metric values will be examined for evidence of spatial transportbias and overall bias in predicted
concentrations.

In additionto the spatial metric plots, the ratio of the median predicted value to the measured
value will be computed for each sample location. A box plot that shows the distributionof these
ratios will provide a summaryof the results. The proportionof the ratios that fall above 3 or below
1/3 will be determinedto help evaluate attainment of DQOs. Also, a scatterplot of the median pre-
dicted concentrationsversus the measuredvalues will be constructed to look for bias.

3.10 Columbia River Hydraulics

Modeling of transportof radionuclidesreleased from Hanford productionreactors by the
Columbia River involves the use of a model that accuratelyreproducesthe flow characteristics of the
river, by which the radionuclidesare diluted and in which they undergoradiological decay as they
travel downstream. Inputsto the model are the waterdischargeof the Columbia River upstreamof
Hanford and discharges of the down-stream tributaries. Outputsdepend on the quantity of water and
on the length of time it takes to travel from one place to the next.

3.10.1 Assessment Question

The question being addressed is, "Whatare the discharge hydrographand water surface
elevations of the water in the Columbia River at specific down-streamlocations?"

3.10.2 Available Columbia River Data

• Measuredwater surface elevations and actualwaterdischarge hydrographsfrom the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers at the various Columbia River gauging stations (e.g., Hanford Site locations, John

• Day, The Dalles, and other locations) are available from the Corps and from Hanford Site sources.
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3.10.3 Models to be Evaluated

The hydrographsandradionuclidetransportare being simulatedwith the CHARIMA computer
model. The hydraulicsof the river are independentof the radionuclidesource term.

3.10.4 Evaluations to be Performed

We will compare the hourly point estimates of the water surface elevations and discharge
hydrographsagainst the hourly point values of the measured dataat several locations over a time
period of several weeks, for periods with varying discharge. These will be time-series point-to-point
comparisons.

For each variable and location, the measurementsand model predictions will be plotted for each
time incrementon a time-series plot. The set of time-series plots will be used to look for patternsof
model-predictionbias over time and space for the different variables. The objective is to look for
systematic deviations from the predicted values over time.

In additionto the set of time-series plots, the ratiosof the predicted to measured values will be
computed for each time incrementand location. These ratioswill be plotted on a second set of time-
series plots to examine visually whether the ratios remain within acceptablebounds, for example, a
factor of three. Box plots that show the distributionof the daily ratios will provide a summary of the
results. The proportionof ratios that exceed variousvalues will also be reported to aid in
summarizing the performance of the model.

3.11 Columbia River Water Concentrations, 1967

Concentrationsof six radionuclidesin ColumbiaRiver waterare being estimated using the
models in the HEDR toolbox.

3.11.1 Assessment Question

The assessment questionbeing addressed is "what is the monthly average concentrationof
phosphorus-32, zinc-65 and chromium-51in ColumbiaRiver water at Ringold, Richland, McNary/
Umatilla, and Bonneville in 19677" The year 1967 is selected to be comparablewith the validation of
fish and ocean products discussed below in Sections 3.12 and 3.13.

3.11.2 Available Columbia River Water Concentration Data

Numerous measurementswere taken of ColumbiaRiver water radionuclideconcentrationsduring
the 1960s. Monthly composite samples are available for phosphorus-32,zinc-65, and chromium-51 at
several locations downstreamof the Hanford release points.
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3.11.3 Models to be Evaluated

Concentrationof radionuclides in waterdepends on both the source term andtransportcalcu-
lations. The direct comparisonwill be with the CHARIMA outputs. Validationof those outputs will
serve as indirectvalidation of the river source term release model.

3.11.4 Evaluations to be Performed

The calculationprocess involves the use of the 100 monthly realizationvalues of the
. radionucliderelease source term, transportedusing the CHARIMA model. This will provide 100

realizationvalues of waterconcentrationof each radionuclideat each location. These can be
compared with the monthly composite watersamples taken at the respective sampling locations. This
will involve a series of distribution-to-pointcomparisons.

For each variable and location, the monthly measurementsand model predictions will be plotted
for each month on a time-series plot. The set of time-series plots will be used to look for patterns of

model-predictionbias over time and space for the different variables, me objective is to look for
systematicdeviations from the predicted values over time.

In addition to the set of time-series plots, the ratiosof the predicted-to-measuredvalues will be
computed for each variable, month, and location. These ratios will be plotted on a second set of
time-series plots to examine visually whether the monthly ratiosremain within acceptable bounds, for
example, a factor of three. Box plots that show the distributionof the monthly ratios will provide a
summary o_the results. The proportion of ratiosthat exceeds various values will also be reported to
aid in summarizing the performance of the model.

3.12 Columbia River Resident Fish Concentrations, 1967

Concentrations of five radionuclides in Columbia River fish are being estimated using bioac-
cumulationfactors developed on the basis of ratios radionuclideconcentrations in fish to those in river
water. Data for the years 1960 through 1966 are being used to develop the bioaccumulationfactors.
The data for 1967 are being reserved for validation use.

3.12.1 Assessment Question

The assessment question being addressedis, "What is the monthly average concentrationof
phosphorus-32and zinc-65 in Columbia River omnivores, first-orderpredators, and second-order

. predators at Ringold, Richland, and McNary/Umatillain 19677"

3.12.2 Available Columbia River Fish Concentration Data

Numerous measurementsof ColumbiaRiver fish radionuclideconcentrationswere taken by
Hanford monitoring groups. Samples are available for phosphorus-32and zinc-65 at several locations
near the Hanford release points. Few samples are available at locations below McNary Dam. As
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discussed by Waiters, Dirkes, and Napier (1992, Sections 7.3 and 9.0), off-site agencies were
interested in waterand sediment, but not residentfish.

3.12,3 Models to be Evaluated

Concentrationof radionuclidesin fish dependson the source term and transportcalculations, and
on the bioaccumulationmodeled in the ColumbiaRiver Dose model (CRD). The direct comparison
will be with the CRD intermediateoutputs. Validationof those outputs will serve as indirect
validationof the river source term and transportmodels.

3.12.4 Evaluations to be Performed

The calculationprocess involves use of the single monthly realizationsof the radionuclide
concentrations in three types of fish preparedby the CRD model. These can be compared with the
monthly composite fish samples taken at the respective sampling locations. This will involve a series
of point-to-point comparisons.

For each variable and location, the monthly measurementsand model predictions will be plotted
for each month on a time-series plot. The set of time-series plots will be used to look for patternsof
model-prediction bias over time and space for the different variables. The objective is to look for
systematic deviations from the predictedvalues over time.

In additionto the set of time-series plots, the ratiosof the predicted to measured values will be
computed for each variable, month, and location. These ratios will be plotted on a second set of
time-series plots to examine visually whether the monthly ratios remain within acceptable bounds, for
example, a factor of three. Box plots that show the distributionof the monthly ratios will provide a
summaryof the results. The proportionof ratiosthat exceeds various values will also be reported to
aid in summarizingthe performanceof the model.

3.13 Salmon and Oyster Concentrations, 1967

Concentrationsof phosphorus-32and zinc-65 are being prepared as annualaverages for
application to ali locations, because the majorsource of the contamination in the fish is a chronic,
dilute source in the Pacific Ocean. The concentrationsare being based on annual cumulativesource
terms and the monitoringdata from Pacific Oceansalmon and WillapaBay oysters. Data are availa-
ble for several years in the 1960s; most are being used to develop the functional relationships, but the
1967 data are being reserved for validation use.

3.13.1 Assessment Question

The assessment questionbeing addressed is, "Whatis the 1967 annual average concentrationof
zinc-65 and phosphorus-32in salmon and oysters resulting from Hanford operations?"
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3.13.2 Available Salmon and Oyster Data

Relatively few dataare availablefrom Hanford-relatedor off-site monitoring of salmon. The
few sources reportedby Waiters, Dirkes, and Napier (1992) have been enhanced with publishedand

' unpublisheddatafrom other outside sources. Much betterdataare available for oysters from Willapa
Bay, Washington. These were routinelymonitoredfrom 1959 through 1977 (although contamination

. levels declined dramaticallyafter reactorshutdownin 1971).

3.13.3 Models to be Evaluated

The salmon and oyster concentrationsare to be estimated using relationshipsbetween cumulative
annualrelease and monitoredcontaminationbased on the available monitoring data. Most of the data
are being used to develop the functional relationships. The data for the year 1967 are being retained
for validation use, because there was still a sufficient source term in that year to provide reliable
measurements.

3.13.4 Evaluations to be Performed

The estimates of salmon and oyster concentrationsof zinc-65 and phosphorus-32will be
compared with the averageof the measurementscomposited over the year. This will be a point-to-
point comparison.

Detailed statisticalmethodsof performing the comparisons are not required--onlytwo pairsof
points are to be compared. Acceptable results are representedby the predicted values matchingthe
observed values to within a factor of three.

3.14 Richland Wole-Body Counts, 1960-1970

Tens of thousands of whole-body radioactivitymeasurementswere made on Hanford workers
employed throughout the Hanford operationsduring the years 1959 through the present. These
measurementswere used as a measureof exposureto radioactivesubstances in the workplace. A
large fractionof the Hanford workers lived in the Tri-Cities area and were routinelyexposed to
contaminants in ColumbiaRiver water through drinkingand recreationalactivities. Almost ali of the
whole-body counts takenduring the period of reactor operationindicatethe presenceof zinc-65,
sodium-24, cesium-137 (from fallout), and naturallyoccurringpotassium-40 (e.g., Swanberg 1962).

3.14.1 Assessment Question
4

The assessment questionbeing addressed is, "Whatwas the averagebody burden of sodium-24
and zinc-65 for adult male residents of Richland, Washington,for each month between January 1960

• throughDecember 19697"
ffi
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3,14.2 Available Whole-Body Count Data

The HEDR Project has acquiredali of the routine, worker-relatedwhole-body counts from 1959
through 1971. In all, the databaseconsists of over 40,000 records,

3.14.3 Models to be Evaluated

The source term will be preparedusing the monthly dataof the river release model. Monthly
river waterand fish concentrationswill be prepared. The river dose model CRD will be used to
obtainthe monthly intakevalues for the Richlandlocation; intakefor a reference adult male individual
living in Richlandwill be used. A post-processorwill be used to estimateresulting body burden.
This will provide indirectvalidationof the source terms, and the CHARIMA transportmodel, as
weil.

3.14.4 Evaluations to be Performed

Outputfrom the CRD model will be a single monthly realizationvalue for body burden in the
Richland location. For each month, the resultantpoint values of predicted body burdenwill be
compared with the available monthly distributionsof composited whole-body count values. This will
be a point-to-distributioncomparison.

The comparison of measuredand modeled values _vill be conducted using graphical anddescrip-
tive methods as well as more formal statisticaltests. B_x plots that show the distributionof the
measured values for each month will be prepared. The ratio of the predicted value to the median
monthly measuredvalue will be computed for each monU_. These monthly ratios will be plotted on a
time-seriesplot to examine visually whether the monthly ':atioremains within acceptable bounds, for
example, a factor of three. A box plot that shows the distributionof the monthly ratios will provide a
summaryof the results. The proportion of ratios that exceeds various values will also be reported to
aid in summarizing the performance of the model.

Formal statisticaltests will also be conducted if the dataare adequate. For example, we may
use the paired t test on either the original dataor the ranks of the datato test for differences between
the predicted value and median of the measuredvalues across months.
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4.0 IAEA Vamp Project Coordination

In 1988 the InternationalAtomic Energy Agency starteda "coordinatedresearch program" on
the Validationof Models for the Transferof Radionuclidesin Terrestrial, Urban, and Aquatic
Environments(IAEA 1990). Since 1989, the HEDR Projecthas been active in the so-called VAMP

• . program througha no-cost researchagreement (meaningno cost to the IAEA-funding for partici-
pation is provided through the HEDR budget). The VAMP program is concerned with models and
transferdatarelevant to transfer in terrestrial,aquatic, and urban environments, lt is not concerned

• with models for atmospherictransport,butdoes consider the interactionof aerosols with terrestrial
and aquaticsurfaces. The principalobjectives of VAMP are

• facilitate the validation of assessment models by acquiringsuitable sets of environmental
measurementdata from the results of nationalresearch and monitoringprograms, especially
those establishedfollowing the Chernobyl accident in 1986

• guide environmentalresearch and monitoringefforts to acquire data for the validation of models
used to assess the radiologically most significant exposure pathways

s producereports reviewing the currentstatus of environmentalassessment modeling, including
principalremaining areas of uncertaintyin models used for radiationdose assessment.

The HEDR Task 02 Leader is a memberof the multiplepathways working group of VAMP.
The activities of this working group are described in the Progress Reportsof the VAMP program
(IAEA 1990, 1991, 1992). In brief, this group has established a set of "blindtests," in which the
participantstake basic input informationand prepare assessments of environmental behavior of
specific environmental contaminationincidents. To date, the "CB" and "S" scenarios (for Central
Bohemia andSweden), based on Chernobyl data, have been investigated. The HEDR Phase I model
was the best predictor of 3-year cumulativedose among the 18 internationalmodels participating.
However, there were several instancesof compensatingover- and under-predictionwith the HEDR
Phase I model. The final documentationof the CB scenario is expected to be forthcoming shortly.

4.1 The Vamp CB Scenario

The "CB"scenario was based on measureddeposition in the area of Prague, in what was then
Czechoslovakia. The HEDR Phase I model was the model most appropriatefor simulating the
regional natureof the contamination,and it was one of the very few models that included stochastic

• calculations of uncertainty, lt was also one of the best predictors, although detailed analysis indicated
several areas for which improvementcould be desired.

• The VAMP procedure is to allow the participatingmodelers to improvetheir models and then
demonstratethe improvement with the original data set. Because of the delays in finishing the new
HEDR models, the HEDR Projecthas not been able to formally complete the CB demonstration.
However, the CB data set, which includes air, soil, vegetation, animal product, and human
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concentrationsof cesium-137, remains one of the best data sets for comparisonpurposes, lt is
plannedto repeat the CB scenario when the DESCARTES/CIDER combinationis completed.

4.2 The Vamp H Scenario

As a participant in the multiplepathways group, the HEDR Project has volunteered a Hanford- . .
based data set and scenario description of the use of the VAMP participants. The "H" (for Hanford)
scenario is described in Section 3.7 above--the 1963 PUREX release of radioiodine. A scenario
descriptionhas been drafted. This will be discussed at the July 1993 meeting of the VAMP members,
and then finalized for use by the multiple pathways working group.

Use of the Hanford databy up to 20 outside modeling groups will provide additional information
to the HEDR Project about the natureof model uncertainty,parameter variability, and the range of
results that other users would predictfor the Hanfordenvironment. Internationalparticipationin the
Hanford dose calculationswill provide additionalexposure and credibility to the HEDR Project.
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5.0 Individual Validation Report Generic Contents

• Each of the individualvalidationexercises described in Section 3.0 will result in an internal
validation report. The validation reportwill serve as the project record of the validation activity and
as an input to the Model ReliabilityReport scheduled for Fiscal Year 1994. The generic contents of

• each of these validation reports is described here. In addition, an overall project matrixwill be
prepared listing ali of the HEDR models, the DQOs applicableto each, and the particularvalidation
exercises that demonstratethe fulfillment of the DQOs.

5.1 Test Procedures

Prior to implementingthe tests outlined in Section 3.0, a detailed test plan will be prepared.
This plan will enumeratethe steps required to preparethe inputdataand perform the evaluation. The
methods for comparison to the acceptance criteria will be described. The test procedures will form
the first section of the test report.

5.2 Configuration Information

This section of the validationreport will define the version numberand date of the computer
code and input dataused for the test. The computerplatformand operatingsystem will be described.
Any special hardware, software, or operatingprocedureswill be defined. If minor modifications to
the code must be made to provide for outputof intermediate information,descriptions of the change,
and regression tests to ensure that no errorshave been introduced, will be prepared. (In the computer
science sense, a "regressiontest" is performedto show that changes have not introducederrors into
the code, i.e., to show thatthe code has not "regressed.')

5.3 Independent Dsta Set

The data with which the computed results are being compared will be identified. Source of data,
location of special data files, and other information will be recorded. In most instances, it is expected
that the full data set will be provided to ensure its insertion into the HEDR Project records.

• 5.4 Application Log

A complete list of the runs performed for the test will be provided. File names, inputvariables,
• and other informationsufficient to allow replicationof the calculationwill be provided.
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5.5 Test Results

The details of the comparison of the test runs to the independent data set will be provided. This
may include scatterplots, regression analyses, and other statisticaJinterpretationsof the paired data.
If hanoicalculations_e used, records will be retained in this section. Evidence of independenttech-
nical review of calculations will be retained. A conclusion documentingthe achievementof the
DQO_ (Section 1.3), or lack thereof, will be prepared.
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6.0 Application of Validation Results

Most of the code validation efforts described in this document are scheduled to occur after the
initial productioncalculations and possibly after the publicationof calculated results, lt is possible
that the code validationefforts will identify errors in codes or that they will illustrateareas in which

• . additionalwork would provide great benefits to the project.

Staff will attemptto incorporatelessons learnedfrom the validation tests into the HEDR com-
- putationaltoolbox. However, the currentworkplan does not include an explicit cycle to allow model

and code refinements after the validation steps prior to the end of the current Battelle contract with
the Cent_-:_for Disease Control. In light of this, the staff intendto provide the Technical Steering
Panel wtth recommendationsfor additional work, to be carriedout by Battelle or the successor con-
tractor(s), following analysis of the results of the validation tests.
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7.0 Projected Schedules and Costs

An overall schedule and cost estimate, following the HEDR work plan (Shipler 1993) and
• expandingon correspondencewith the TSP and CDC(a) is provided.

7.1 Schedule

• The schedule for overall implementationof the model validationplan is as follows.

1. Battelle establishes dataanalysis methods for conductingvalidation studies (June 30, 1993).
• Def'me numericalcharacteristicsof computedvalues.
• Define characteristicsof validationdata set(s).
• Define technique(s) for comparing the computed values and data sets.
• Include detailed techniques in this plan.

2. TSP/CDC selects the acceptablelevel of predictive accuracydesired for calculationalmodel.
(July 15, 1993). These criteriaestablish the cost/benefit tradeoffon numberand completeness
of studies and how the results will be evaluated.

3. TSP/CDC/BNW establishes final set of validation studies to be performed (sufficient com-
parisons to be performed over the range of conditionsto which the models will be applied).
(July 15, 1993)

4. Battelle conducts validation studies. (November 30, 1993)

5. Battelle/TSP/CDC conductpeer review of study results. (January31, 1994)
• Battelle conducts internalreviews.
• TSP/CDC conducts reviews.

6. Battelle documentsvalidation results in the model reliabilityreport. (February28, 1994)

7. TSP/CDC evaluates results of validation studies to determine if accuracy levels have been
achieved.

. 7.2 Cost Estimate

A preliminary time-phased spending plan is providedby HEDR Task in Table 7.1. Current
• funding is scheduled in Tasks 02, 04, 05, 07, and 08 to cover these expenditures.

(a) Letter, D. B. Shipler to J. E. Tiff and M. R. Donnelly, March 5, 1993.
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Table 7.1. Time-Phased Spending for HEDR Validation Activities Through January 1994 (Hours)

Staff June _ _ _ Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan 94 TOTAL

Task 2 40 60 60 40 40 40 40 $27k "

Task 8 40 20 40 40 40 40 40 $26k

Task 7 40 60 40 60 40 $24k "

Task 5 40 40 $8k

Task 4 40 80 40 $16k •

Editor 40 40 $8k

TOTAL $6k $6k $21k $26k $16k $14k $4k $16k $109k

VAMP FY93 $5K FY94 $10K TOTAL $15K

Participation Meeting Jul 93 Meeting Mar. 94
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